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Boston was the only city of 21 studied by Google where Tuesday was the worst day to travel.

What’s the worst day for traffic before
Thanksgiving?
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Itching to drive out of town for Thanksgiving? You may want to pump the brakes.

You’re better off leaving Wednesday, rather than Tuesday, according to traffic data.

Thanksgiving week traffic around the Boston area in recent

years has been at its worst on the Tuesday before the

holiday, according to data analyzed by Google Maps.

Boston was the only city of 21 studied by Google where

Tuesday was the worst day to travel.

Last year, the Tuesday before Turkey Day was the single

busiest traffic day of the entire year across the state’s toll

system, which consists primarily of the Massachusetts

Turnpike, according to data from the state transportation

department.

Thanksgiving, Black Friday traffic tips

The worst time to drive around the area has been around 5 p.m. Tuesday, according to Google’s

analysis which was based on speed and location data it collects from Google smartphone users. The

company looked at data for the Tuesday before Thanksgiving through the Sunday after for 2012

through 2014.
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Mass.
Massachusetts is home to three of the worst

highway bottlenecks in the country, according a

report released Monday.

While Tuesday has been busiest, there can be plenty of congestion leftovers on Wednesday, too.

Google said Wednesday ranked second to Tuesday as the worst traffic day of the week. Local

roadways were most clogged between 3 and 4 p.m. on Wednesday.

“Better to leave before 1 p.m. or after 5 p.m. Wednesday if you want to beat traffic,” Google said.

The lightest traffic day of the week has been Thanksgiving

Day itself, particularly if you’re on the road before 11 a.m.

or after 1 p.m., as people dig into their meals, according to

Google.

And for those of you who are shoppers, there’s something

to be thankful for: Black Friday traffic in the Boston area in

recent years has been better than the other days of the

week.

What about the drive home?

You’re likely to get home a bit faster if you leave on Sunday instead of Saturday, according to Google.

The company found that Saturday was the third worst day of the week to travel and that traffic was

about 20 percent worse on Saturday than on Sunday.

The trend of Saturday being worse than Sunday was similar in other parts of the country.

State transportation officials said that no matter which day you’re driving, traffic should be lightest in

the early morning or nighttime hours.
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Get Today’s Headlines from the Globe in your inbox:

“We encourage all drivers to use caution along the roads and for people traveling on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Sunday, we urge you to leave either after 8 p.m. or early in the morning.” MassDOT

Highway Administrator Thomas J. Tinlin said in a statement.

Other advice for driving this week

State officials suggested using mobile device apps that can help drivers avoid traffic jams.

“I encourage all of our customers to take advantage of real time information that is available to help

them catch their train, plane or to avoid any congestion along the highways.” said a statement from

MassDOT Secretary and CEO Stephanie Pollack.

The busiest highway exits have historically been on the Massachusetts Turnpike at Exit 9 at the

interchange with Interstate 84; Exit 11A for Interstate 495; Exit 14 for I-95 and Route 128; and Exit

24 for I-93 North and South, state officials said.

The transportation department also recommended using public transportation instead of driving

when possible. No matter how you’re traveling, allow extra time.

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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